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a)  Read the following passage and answer the following questions:
Once in a jungle there lived a dog and a jackal. One day they
bushes near a pond. The jackal wanted to eat the rabbit. He told the dog that they would 
chase and kill the rabbit. The jackal wanted to make fun of the dog. He asked, ‘Friend, can 
you catch the rabbit?’ The dog was not very in
am sure its meat will be very tasty. I wish we both could share this rabbit.’
after the rabbit. But the rabbit was too fast for the dog. The jackal made fun of his friend. He 
said, ‘You are not a good hunter!’ To this the dog replied, ‘I ran after the rabbit to kill it. The 
rabbit ran for its life. One who runs for one’s life can run really fast. So you please 
understand this fact before making fun of me.’
ashamed. He said, ‘I am sorry, my friend.’ The dog said, ‘You have realized your mistake.
Let’s be friends forever.’ The jackal and the dog became good friends and the jackal never 
tried to make fun of anyone.

Q1. Write the past tense of the following 
a) Live      b) See          
f) Run      g) Make        

Q2.  Write the opposite of 
a) Interested       b) Friend       

Q3. Fill in the blanks 
a) The jackal wanted to eat the …………………..

b) Once in a ……………….. there lived a dog and a jackal.

c) The rabbit was sitting in the bushes near a …………………..

d) The jackal wanted to make …………….. of the dog.

e) One who runs for one’s ……………….. 

f) The jackal and the ……………….. became good friends.

Q4. What did the Jackal and the dog saw one day?

Q5. Who ran after the rabbit? 

Q6.  What moral do we get from the story?

Q7.  Make sentences: 
a) Jungle                     b) Frie
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Read the following passage and answer the following questions:
Once in a jungle there lived a dog and a jackal. One day they saw a rabbit sitting in the 
bushes near a pond. The jackal wanted to eat the rabbit. He told the dog that they would 

The jackal wanted to make fun of the dog. He asked, ‘Friend, can 
you catch the rabbit?’ The dog was not very interested. The jackal said, ‘It is a big rabbit. I 
am sure its meat will be very tasty. I wish we both could share this rabbit.’
after the rabbit. But the rabbit was too fast for the dog. The jackal made fun of his friend. He 

ot a good hunter!’ To this the dog replied, ‘I ran after the rabbit to kill it. The 
rabbit ran for its life. One who runs for one’s life can run really fast. So you please 
understand this fact before making fun of me.’ The jackal realized his mistake. He f
ashamed. He said, ‘I am sorry, my friend.’ The dog said, ‘You have realized your mistake.

The jackal and the dog became good friends and the jackal never 
tried to make fun of anyone. 

Write the past tense of the following verbs. 
 c) Want          d) Tell            e) Say             
 h) Reply         i) Realize        j) Become 

Friend        c) Good         d) Fast 

The jackal wanted to eat the ………………….. 

Once in a ……………….. there lived a dog and a jackal. 

The rabbit was sitting in the bushes near a ………………….. 

The jackal wanted to make …………….. of the dog. 

One who runs for one’s ……………….. can run really fast. 

The jackal and the ……………….. became good friends. 

What did the Jackal and the dog saw one day? 

What moral do we get from the story? 

Friend 
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Read the following passage and answer the following questions: 
saw a rabbit sitting in the 

bushes near a pond. The jackal wanted to eat the rabbit. He told the dog that they would 
The jackal wanted to make fun of the dog. He asked, ‘Friend, can 

terested. The jackal said, ‘It is a big rabbit. I 
am sure its meat will be very tasty. I wish we both could share this rabbit.’ So the dog ran 
after the rabbit. But the rabbit was too fast for the dog. The jackal made fun of his friend. He 

ot a good hunter!’ To this the dog replied, ‘I ran after the rabbit to kill it. The 
rabbit ran for its life. One who runs for one’s life can run really fast. So you please 

The jackal realized his mistake. He felt 
ashamed. He said, ‘I am sorry, my friend.’ The dog said, ‘You have realized your mistake. 

The jackal and the dog became good friends and the jackal never 

Say              



 

a) Look at the picture given below of a busy street and write your views about it. 
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STUDY MATERIAL (GRAMMAR) 

SENTENCES 
A sentence is a group of words that make sense. The words in a sentence need to be arranged in 
a certain way. Otherwise, the sentence will not make sense. Each question given below contains a 
group of words. Rearrange the words to make meaningful sentences. 

a) Book whose this is? 
b) There anyone help is me to? 
c) Late why you are? 
d) Know you do the answer? 
e) Do I not his know name. 
f) Shining is chirping sun the are and birds the. 
g) Mother cook my great is a. 
h) Does not who her know? 
i) Swimming were they pool the in. 
j) Lend you can your me pen? 

 
                                                                                                            


